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Introduction
Why do we care about technology di¤usion?
It is at least part of the answer to the question:
What are the sources of TFP growth?
The answer is important for understanding growth in developed countries,
as well as cross-country income di¤erentials, and growth in
developing countries.
Today I will focus on di¤usion of producer technologies.
Di¤usion is critical for these innovations to have an impact.
I will focus on di¤usion of technologies, as opposed to ideas.
Technologies are perhaps easier to measure and to match to observables.
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Introduction

I will ignore
— R&D and other mechanisms for the invention of new technologies
and products.
— adoption of consumer goods, which is explained by a di¤erent set
of factors: tastes and the distribution of income.
— adoption of High Yielding Varieties of corn, rice, and so on in India,
sub-Saharan Africa and elsewhere, which also involves a di¤erent
set of factors: information lags, credit constraints, risk.
The discussion will be selective, and I will omit a literature review.
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Outline for the rest of the lecture
1. Look at the evidence on di¤usion of particular technologies across
producers in the U.S.
The question here is how fast the new technology spreads:
what factors explain di¤erences in adoption speed.
2. Look at the (less detailed) evidence on cross-country di¤usion.
Ask what country characteristics explain earlier/later adoption.
3. Look at some evidence on productivity in agriculture.
4. Sketch a simple model of technology adoption that can be adapted
to look at cross-country evidence and TFP in agriculture.
5. Conclude
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1. Di¤usion in U.S. industries: hybrid corn
Griliches’s (1957) study of hybrid corn adoption is a classic.
Di¤usion rates varied by geographic region, either states or smaller
regions within states see Figure 1), and his goal is to explain
the di¤erences in the speed of adoption.
Adoption within each area is well approximated by a logistic curve.
Each logistic (for share of total corn acreage) is parameterized by:
— date of entry (10% penetration)
— slope of the logistic curve
— the “ceiling,” the long run rate of penetration.
Griliches runs 3 sets of regressions, with the 3 parameters as
dependent variables, to explain the cross-regional variation.
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1. Di¤usion in U.S. industries: 12 industrial innovations

Mans…eld (1961) looks at 12 major innovations in 4 industries:
bituminous coal, iron and steel, brewing, and railroads.
All of the innovations except one involved investment in heavy equipment
that reduced cost.
Figure 1 shows plots of the percentage of …rms that had adopted.
Di¤usion rates vary widely: the time to 50% penetration ranges
from 0.9 to 15 years, with an average of 7.8.
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1. Di¤usion in U.S. industries: hybrid corn
For corn, the entry date was determined by suppliers: the USDA, which
had a big role in developing the hybrids, and the seed suppliers.
Entry was earliest in the “Corn Belt” states and di¤used outward.
Entry is well described by market density, which a¤ects marketing
costs, and the earliest date of entry in a contiguous market.
(Access to a marketable hybrid for a nearly area lowers R&D costs.)
The rates of adoption (slopes) are well explained by average corn acreage
per reporting farm and the superiority of hybrids.
Two measures of superiority work well: increase in yield per acre
(from survey data) and pre-hybrid yield (the hybrids increased
yields by about 20%).
The long-run rates of penetration are well explained by the same factors.
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1. Di¤usion in U.S. industries: 12 industrial innovations

For the industrial innovations, the rates of adoption (slopes) are well
explained by:
— pro…tability (a measure similar to the internal rate of return),
— cost of adoption (ratio of average initial investment to average
assets in the industry),
— industry constants.
The …t is excellent.
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1. Di¤usion in U.S. industries: tractors
Manuelli and Seshadri (2014) look at the adoption of tractors.
Adoption was slow, and it was long a puzzle why it was so slow.
The authors show that adoption is well explained by cost and
pro…tability.
Quality kept improving so (quality-adjusted) price kept falling.
But the sharp decline came early, and did not induce widespread
adoption.
Wages were about constant until 1930, and then fell slightly.
They rose sharply during the 1940’s, making (labor-saving)
tractors more pro…table.
Chen (2018, Fig. 5) shows the penetration rate.
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Figure 1. Horses, Mules, and Tractors in Farms: 1910–1960
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Figure 2. Real Prices for Tractors, Horses, and Labor: 1910–1960
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Figure 5: Technology Adoption Curve
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Note: The technology adoption rate of the model is the percentage of output produced using modern
technology; the rate in the data is the average percentage of output produced by farms with modern machines.
See the text for a detailed description.

2. Cross-country di¤usion

There are two types of evidence on cross-country di¤usion.
Both involve looking at country characteristics that ‘predict’adoption.
One set of studies looks at adoption patterns across a broad set of
countries for particular technologies where data is available.
The other exploits bilateral trade data on trade in capital equipment,
and tries to explain imports of various types of equipment.
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2. Cross-country di¤usion: computer equipment

Caselli and Coleman (2001) study computer adoption.
They …nd that among non-exporters, schooling levels have an important
e¤ect on computer imports.
There is also an important shift over time, presumably because
computers became better and cheaper.
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2. Cross-country di¤usion: various technologies

Comin and Hobijn (2004) look at adoption of 20 technologies
in 23 (developed) countries.
Many are consumer goods, and there’s much missing data.
In regressions, the authors …nd that earlier adoption is ‘predicted’by
human capital, per capita GDP, and openness.
Many new technologies are capital-using and labor-saving, so presumably
they are adopted sooner in high-skill, high-wage economies.
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2. Cross-country di¤usion: various technologies
Comin and Hobijn (2010) look at date of …rst arrival for a smaller set
of technologies (16) in a broader set of countries (166).
They …nd lags are shorter for later technologies.
Comin and Mestieri (2018) reexamine the same data.
They …nd that penetration is well described by:
— a basic “shape” or “speed-of-adoption” that varies by
technology but is the same across countries.
— a lag parameter that varies by country/time period
but is the same across technologies.
They …nd that di¤erences in intensity-of-use have gotten larger.
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2. Cross-country di¤usion: equipment imports
Many innovations are embodied in new equipment.
Eaton and Kortum (2001) point out that in 1985 most countries imported
much of their investment in new equipment: over half is common.
Among developing countries, the share of imports is especially large.
A large fraction of those imports came from a “big 7” group of countries
that were also R&D intensive:
US, Japan, Germany, UK, France, Italy, and Sweden.
By 2000, China, Taiwan and Korea had overtaken France, Italy, and
Sweden to form a new “big 7” group of exporters.
Imports from the new group were still a substantial share of total
equipment imports in most countries, although smaller than in 1985.
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1

Figure 1: Shares of Imports from Big 7 in 2000 v.s. in 1985 (% of Total Imports)
Note: The Big 7 in 1985 includes Japan, USA, Germany, UK, France, Italy, and Netherlands. The Big 7 in 2000 includes Japan, USA,
Germany, UK, China, Taiwan and Korea. In Eaton and Kortum (2001), the Big 7 in 1985 is the same as here except that they include
Sweden but not Netherlands. The equipment is defined as the sum of 2-digit Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) codes
71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, and 77 (transportation equipment not included). Source: Freenstra World Trade Flow Dataset.

2. Cross-country di¤usion: 9 types of equipment
Caselli and Wilson (2004) use the bilateral trade data to look at
equipment imports in 9 categories, relating the share of imports
in each category to country characteristics.
They set out a model where each type of equipment (electrical, non-elect.,
o¢ ce, communication, motor vehicles, etc.) is used with
(homogeneous) labor to produce an intermediate,
xpi = Aip Lip

1 α

Kpi

α

,

0 < α < 1,

where
i is country,
p = 1, .., P, indexes intermediates,
Aip , p = 1, ..., P, are country intermediate productivity parameters.
Intermediates are used in a CES function to produce …nal goods.
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2. Cross-country di¤usion: 9 types of equipment
The e¢ cient (and competitive) allocation of capital across sectors implies
the relative capital shares Kpi /K1i should equal the productivity ratios,
Kpi
K1i

=

Aip
Ai1

!ρ

1

ω ip ,

p = 2, ..., P.

For the empirical work, they exclude big exporters.
Use import shares as proxies for the capital shares Kpi /K1i .
Conjecture the Aip ’s depend on country characteristics, zci , c = 1, ..., C ,
Aip = Ap ∏ zci

δc ,p

,

p = 1, ..., P.

c
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2. Cross-country di¤usion: 9 types of equipment

The regression equation is the relative import shares on countryspeci…c characteristics,
ln Kpi /K1i = (ρ

C

1) ln (Ap /A1 ) + (ρ

1)

∑ (δc ,p

δc ,1 ) ln zci + ln εip ,

c =1

for p = 2, ..., P, where ρ > 1 is the substitution elasticity for …nal goods
and εip is an error term.
The regression coe¢ cients are the relative importance of various
country factors in the determining the productivity parameters Aip .
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2. Cross-country di¤usion: 9 types of equipment
They …nd that
— human capital is complementary to computers, electrical and
communication equipment, motor vehicles, professional goods;
— income per capita is complementary to computers, elect. equip.
Both could be thought of as proxies for wage rates.
But the results are sensitive to the set of RHS variables included.
They also construct a measure of the “R&D intensity” for each category.
The median country is slower to adopt higher technology types,
but those types enjoy more rapid increases over time.
Perhaps they experience bigger quality increases/price declines.
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2. Cross-country di¤usion: agriculture
Two facts about agriculture:
1. Inputs and outputs are (relatively) well measured in agr.
2. The equipment and intermediate inputs used in agriculture are
largely distinct from those used in other sectors:
seeds, fertilizer, tractors, combines, balers, etc.
Together, these two facts make a 2-sector model with agr. and nonagr.
a good “laboratory” for studying di¤usion of a set of technologies.
Much technical change in agr. is “embodied” in new equipment:
tractors, trucks, combines, balers, etc.
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2. Cross-country di¤usion: agriculture
Cross-country patterns in agriculture:
1. Cross-country di¤erences in labor productivity are larger in agriculture
than in nonagriculture. [Caselli 2005; Restuccia, Yang & Zhu 2008.]
Per capita GDP of the richest 5% is 34 times that of the poorest 5%.
Labor productivity in agriculture is 78 times that of the poorest. (RYZ)
2. The same is true of capital intensity by sector. [Chen (2018)]
3. In poorer countries a larger share of employment is in agriculture.
4. For the U.S. the same development pattern is seen in time series:
— labor productivity growth was faster in agr,
— capital deepening was faster in agr,
— share of employment in agr. fell.
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Fig. 2. Sectoral labor productivity across countries—1985. Countries are ranked according to aggregate GDP per worker from PWT5.6
where decile 10 groups the richest countries. Each decile contains eight countries (10% of countries in our sample) except decile 5, which
contains 13 countries.
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Figure 1: The Capital Intensity across Countries
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Figure 11. Agricultural Employment Shares, 1980
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Figure 12. Employment Shares in Agriculture

10 percent, the poorest as high as 90 percent. For employment, I used the 1984 World
Development Report. For real income, I used Maddison (2003).
In Figure 12, I plotted the time paths of employment shares for four countries using
table 21 in Kuznets (1971) and the 2004 Pocket World in Figures published by the
Economist magazine. By the early nineteenth century, much of the UK’s migration
out of agriculture had taken place. The other three countries (United States, India,
and Japan) were still predominantly agricultural, as India remains today.
To compare the historical evidence to the 1980 cross section, I used Maddison’s
data for years corresponding as closely as possible to Kuznets’ and plotted the agricultural employment shares against the log of GDP rather than time. This plot is
shown in Figure 13.
To interpret this evidence and summarize it in an analytically useful way, I will
use a two sector, “dual economy” model. Call the two sectors “farm” and “city.” A
fraction 1 2 x of each unit of labor in the economy is allocated to the city sector,
where it produces
yc 5 h 11 2 x2.

Here, h denotes the economy’s knowledge level, as in the earlier model. The remaining fraction x is allocated to the farm sector, where it produces
yf 5 Ahjx a
units of the same, single output good. Here, land per person is taken as fixed and
incorporated into the intercept A. The parameter j will be calibrated using the evidence in Figures 12 and 13. It cannot be taken as equal to zero to fit this evidence.
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Figure 13. Employment Shares in Agriculture







3. A model of technology di¤usion

A simple theoretical framework, based on Jovanovic & MacDonald
(1994), can be used to explain di¤erent types of evidence.
Suppose there are two technology levels, indexed by i = 0, 1, where
i = 0 (i = 1) denotes the old (new) technology.
Assume the interest rate r > 0 is constant over time.
Suppose demand is in…nitely elastic, so the output price p is constant.
Let ν 2 [0, 1] denote the fraction of …rms that have already adopted
the new technology. It is the state variable.
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3. A model of technology di¤usion: hybrid corn
For hybrid corn, the goal is to explain di¤erences across regions.
Adoption of hybrid corn requires no capital investment.
The seeds— and perhaps other inputs— may be more expensive, and
the hybrid o¤ers a higher yield per acre.
But yields, and hence pro…ts, may vary across geographic regions j.
Let π 1j > π 0j > 0 denote pro…ts per acre in region j with and without
the hybrid.
Farms vary in size (acreage) within each region, and the size distribution
varies across regions.
Let F (z; j ) denote the CDF for size in region j.
If there were no other costs, all farms in j would adopt immediately
if π 1j > π j 0 , and none would ever adopt otherwise
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3. A model of technology di¤usion: hybrid corn

To explain gradual di¤usion, suppose there is one-time …xed (sunk) cost
of adopting hybrids.
It can be interpreted as the cost of learning about the growing method.
The …xed cost cF (ν) falls with the share of other farms (or acreage)
in the region that have already adopted.
Assume cF is the same across regions.
Adoption involves intertemporal tradeo¤s, so to study equilibrium
adoption pattern it is useful to introduce value functions.
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3. A model of technology di¤usion: hybrid corn
Let Vi (z, ν; j ), i = 0, 1, denote the value of a farm of size z, in region j,
when the state is ν.
A farm that has already adopted makes no more decisions, so clearly
V1 (z, ν; j ) =

1+r
π 1j z.
r

For a farm that has not yet adopted, the Bellman equation is
V0 (z, ν; j ) = max f

adopt

= max V1 (z, ν; j )

,

waitg

cF ( ν ) , π 0 z +

1
V0 [z, Φ(ν; j ); j ] ,
1+r

where Φ(ν; j ) = ν0 is the share of farmers who will have adopted by
next year.
Φ( ; j ) is an equilibrium object, determined by adoption decisions.
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3. A model of technology di¤usion: hybrid corn

Adopting immediately is the optimal choice if

(π j 1

πj 0 ) z +

1
fV1 (z; j )
1+r

V0 [z, Φ(ν; j )]g > cF (ν).

Larger farms adopt earlier.
But farmers do not necessarily adopt on the …rst date when adopting this
period dominates never adopting.
Later dates reduce adoption costs, but also delay the arrival of the gains.
The continuation value V0 [z, Φ(ν; j )] includes an option of adopting later.
Since the …xed cost falls over time, this option is valuable.
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3. A model of technology di¤usion: hybrid corn

One way to explain adoption patterns is to posit functional forms for

[cF , G (z; j )] that, taken together, produce an adoption rule that
delivers the desired pattern— logistic or something else.
Alternatively, assume the …xed cost has an idiosyncratic term, θcF (ν),
where θ varies across farms.
Posit a joint distribution for (z, θ ) that delivers the desired pattern.
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3. A model of technology di¤usion: industrial technologies
Mans…eld’s technologies require substantial investments in new
equipment, which can be included in cF (z, ν).
Also price— and hence pro…ts— may depend on ν as well as z.
Except for those two changes the model is similar.
In the industrial context the adoption cost cF declines with ν if
industry experience matters: later adopters can learn from others,
perhaps by poaching their workers.
It might also include a declining price of equipment, because of learningby-doing at the …rm producing the new equipment or as part of the
overall secular decline in the price of equipment relative to
consumption goods.
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3. A model of technology di¤usion: cross-country model
For cross-country evidence, as for tractors, di¤erences in wage rates
are a key feature.
Many new technologies are labor-saving and capital-using.
Remember where they are developed!
Suppose the cost of equipment is similar across countries, since they
all buy from the same supplier(s).
Suppose interest and depreciation rates are also similar.
Then the user cost of capital is also similar.
But the gains from adoption will be smaller, and perhaps nonexistent,
in countries with lower wages.
For a concrete example, consider a case where the old technology uses
only labor, and the new one uses both labor and capital.
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3. A model of technology di¤usion: cross-country model
In particular, suppose
1 β β
`0 ,

y1i = (BAi )1

y0i = Ai

β

k1α `11

α β

.

The constant Ai varies across producers i, a Lucas span-of-control.
For simplicity, assume returns to scale β are the same across
technologies, and the shifter B > 1 is the same across producers.
Let p be output price, and let (R, wj ) be factor returns in country j,
where R = (r + δ) q is the implicit rental rate for the new equipment.
It is straightforward to show that pro…ts for the two technologies are
π ij 0 = Ai d0 p 1/(1
π ij 1 = BAi d0 p

β)

wj
"

1/(1 β)

β/(1 β)

R
α

,

α

1 α

wj
1

α

#

β/(1 β)

,

where d0 > 0 involves β.
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3. A model of technology di¤usion: cross-country model
Hence the gain from adoption is
∆π ij = Ai d0 p

p
wj

β/(1 β)

h
B α α (1

α )1

α

wj
R

α i β/(1 β)

1 .

The term in braces is increasing in wj , and can have either sign.
Adoption in j is worthwhile if and only if the wage wj is su¢ ciently high.
If the wage wj in country j grows over time, adoption may eventually
become worthwhile, even if it is not pro…table when the innovation is
…rst introduced.
In other ways the cross-country model for industrial products is similar
to the others.
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3. A model of technology di¤usion

The model suggests that important factors for explaining di¤erences
in the speed of di¤usion are:
— the ratio of the rental rate to the wage rate, R/wj ,
— the relative pro…tability of the new technology, p/wj ,
— distribution of …rm size
— the availability of skilled workers, if the new technology
requires skill,
— the rate of decline in c (ν).
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3. A model of technology di¤usion: agriculture

A number of papers have used 2-sector models (ag., nonag.) to look
at employment patterns, the productivity gap, relative wages,
overall growth rates, and other issues.
The data on imports of equipment (and other inputs) provides
a way to relate TFP growth in both sectors to measurable
aspects of technology adoption.
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3. A model of technology di¤usion: agriculture

Chen (2018) embeds a model of agr. production similar to the
one above in a 2-sector setup to look at long run growth.
For agriculture, he assumes there is no market for wage labor,
so the purchased inputs are capital and land.
He …ts growth and convergence patterns pretty well.
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3. A model of technology di¤usion: agriculture

But there are other possibilities as well.
Does better equipment substitute for land or labor?
Or is it a complement to land?
Does it increase the farmer’s span of control?
Then tractors would increase farm size and free up labor.
Is there evidence about all this?
What happens when tractors, other equipment, and material inputs
come in?
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4. Conclusions
Research to date has identi…ed some of the factors that explain/predict
faster di¤usion, but there are still many unanswered questions.
How well do factor price di¤erentials explain slow adoption in
developing countries?
How important are noneconomic ‘barriers’?
Has adoption in nonagriculture been faster because of factor price
di¤erentials or because FDI and other mechanisms for knowledge
transfer, which help overcome the ‘…xed cost’, work better in the
nonagricultural sector?
Answers to these questions are needed to undertand “why isn’t the
whole world developed?”
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